"We Are Facing A Danger Unlike Any Danger That Has Ever Existed..."

What You Can Do

1. What you say and what you do make public opinion. Let the people who serve you in public office know of your apprehensions and your hopes. Above all, make your ideas known to the President of the United States.

2. You can join the signatures of this statement.

3. You can help make it possible for this statement and other statements like it to appear in newspapers throughout the country and the world.

4. You can talk to your friends and neighbors about the points in this message. You can discuss these matters in your church or synagogue, your club, your school, your union.

5. You can fill out the two coupons below: Send one to the President and the other to the Sane Nuclear Policy Coordinating Committee.

The development of satellites or rocket stations and the exploration of outer space must be carried on in the interests of the entire human community through a pooling of world science.

As it Concerns Nuclear Weapons, America Can Say:

That because of the grave unanswered questions with respect to nuclear test explosions—especially as it concerns the contamination of air and water and food, and the injury to man himself—we are calling upon all nations to stop such explosions at once.

That while the abolition of testing will not by itself solve the problem of peace or the problem of armaments, it enables the world to eliminate immediately at least one real and specific danger. Also, that the abolition of testing given as a first step to begin on the larger question of armaments control, for the problems in monitoring such tests are relatively uncomplicated.

As it Concerns Our Connections to the Rest of Mankind, America Can Say:

That none of the differences separating the governments of the world are as important as the membership of all peoples in the human family.

That the biggest challenge of the age is to develop the concept of a higher loyalty—loyalty by man to the human community.

That the greatest era of human history on earth is within reach of all mankind, that there is no area that cannot be made fertile or habitable, no disease that cannot be fought, no scarcity that cannot be conquered.

That all that is required for this to re-direct our energies, re-discover our moral strength, re-direct our purposes.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Address]

PRESIDENT DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER
THE WHITE HOUSE, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Dear Mr. President: I strongly endorse your proposals that outer space be used for peaceful purposes, the production of nuclear weapons be ended, and the testing of such weapons be definitely prohibited.

I suggest that nuclear test explosions and missiles be committed to the United Nations. From other suggestions and the United Nations itself has a basis on which these armaments must be re-elected by the greater determination we all desire.

You can ever before, marshal words for some sign that it can be released from the terror of sudden death and of the arms of destruction. I ask you to give force and direction to that aspiration.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Address]
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